Annual Resources

Readings, Research, and Resources (RR&R) 2014-15
• Summaries of hundreds of articles which look at the topics from multiple viewpoints
• Questions for discussion, terms, definitions, and a list of resources
• A must-have in preparing for this year’s topics
• Individual topics available electronically after October 1st
Item #FPS.2015 - Binder Ready..............................$40
Item #FPS.15.RRE - Electronic...............................$38
Item #FPS.15.RRE(1-4) - Topic..............................$14

Questions and Answers For RR&R (Q&A) 2014-15
• Almost 1,000 questions and answers from information in the Readings, Research, and Resources book
• On card stock, suitable for cutting into flashcards or leaving intact
• An invaluable supplement to RR&R
Item #FPS.15.QA..................................................$35
Item #FPS.15.QAE - Electronic..............................$33

Topic Activity Units 2014-15
• Comprehensive coverage of current topics: Impact of Social Media, Processed Foods, Propaganda, Enhancing Human Potential
• Lessons focusing on the FPS model, research, thinking tools, a simulation with a practice Future Scene
• Individual topics available electronically after October 1st
Item #FPS.15.TA - Binder Ready............................$40
Item #FPS.15.TAE - Electronic...............................$38
Item #FPS.15.TAE(1-4) - Topic..............................$14

FPSPI - Presentation of Action Plan DVD
• Steps on how to effectively create and present Action Plans to live audiences
• Samples Presentation of Action Plan provided
Item #FPSAP2....................................................$15

COMBO #2 - RR&R and Q&A
Item #FPS.2C - Binder Ready............................$70
Item #FPS.2CE - Electronic..............................$66

COMBO #3 - RR&R and Topic Activity Units
Item #FPS.3C - Binder Ready............................$75
Item #FPS.3CE - Electronic..............................$71

COMBO #4 - RR&R, Q&A, and Topic Activity Units
Item #FPS.4C - Binder Ready............................$108
Item #FPS.4CE - Electronic..............................$102

Global Issues Problem Solving 2014 Champs
Ideal model for students, teachers, and coaches. See what champion booklets look like!
• First place team and individual booklets in each division
• Includes evaluator scores and comments
Item #FPS.14.GI..................................................$20
Item #FPS.14.GIE..............................................$18
Essential FPS Resources

Coach's Handbook
• Comprehensive overview of FPS Global Issues Problem Solving
• FPS six-step model, tips on teaching, and exercises for improving team performance
• 2009 Edition
Item #FPS.01 - Binder Ready ..................................$35
Item #FPS.01E - Electronic .................................$33

Student Guide Workbook
• For use with the Coach's Handbook
• Generating and focusing tools
• Explanations and examples of each of the six steps involved in the problem solving model
• 2007 Edition
Item #FPS01S .................................................................$7

Problem Solving Process Pointers for Students
• Comprehensive examples & practice for FPS students of all ages
• 2010 Edition
Item #FPS119 .................................................................$10

Evaluation Primer for Global Issues Problem Solving
• A terrific tool for FPS coaches and evaluators
• Guide for novice and experienced coaches and evaluators
• Scoring criteria, evaluation exercises, and examples
• 2011 Edition
Item #FPS106 - Binder Ready ..................................$28
Item #FPS106E - Electronic .................................$26

Tools for Problem Solvers
• Creative Problem Solving tools specifically designed for each FPS component (Global Issues PS, CmPS, Scenario Writing)
• 2010 Edition
Item #FPS02 .................................................................$20

Curricular Resources

The Problem Solving Experience: Classroom Curriculum
• Direct instruction that introduces students to the Creative Problem Solving process
• Practice provided through the application of problem solving in a variety of contexts
• A full semester course or curriculum spread across 1-4 years
• Cross Curricular implementation possibilities
• 2011 Edition
Item #FPS.101 Binder Ready ..................................$60
Item #FPS.101E Electronic ......................................$58

Problem Solving Across the Curriculum
• Hundreds of Future Scenes in multiple categories
• Instruction on writing problem situations for curriculum topics
• Examples of problems used by teachers in the classroom
• FPS six-step model for focus on curriculum topics
• 2007 Edition
Item #FPS11 .................................................................$38

TIPPS - Terrific Ideas of Practices & Procedures for Success in FPSPI
• Great tips from winning FPS coaches in the following areas: Establishing & Maintaining an FPS Program, Strengthening Teams, Research Skills, the Problem Solving Process, Critical/Creative/Futuristic Thinking, and Integrating FPS into the Curriculum
• 2008 Edition
Item #FPS04 .................................................................$38

COMBO #1 - Coaches Handbook, Problem Solving Across the Curriculum, and (4) Student Guide Workbooks
Item #FPS.1C - Hard Copy Only .........................$95
More Curricular Resources

Power Up Your Creative Mind
- Guide for preparation of the classroom environment
- Integration of the elements of creativity into the content area lessons that are aligned to the common core standards
- Multiple pathways to learning, innovative instructional strategies, and responsive learning environments that value creativity and innovation

Item #PL001 .............................................................$24.95

CPS For Kids
- Exciting and powerful problem-solving methods from start to finish
- Creative and critical thinking tools and exercises
- A set of suggestions for teachers and reproducible classroom activities, each of which can be completed in 30 - 40 minutes

Item #PP12 (Kids - Grades 2-6) .........................$14.95

Designing Defensible Classroom Programs for Gifted Learners
- A handbook designed to assist in focusing on gifted learners
- A measure of current practice against best practice for gifted learners

Item #SW101(middle/secondary) .........................$52

“How to Host a Futures Camp” Instructional Package
- Contains video clips illustrating all aspects of the camp
- Useful for anyone wanting to create a futures camp or any classroom teacher wanting to introduce students to simple, but useful, ways to think about the future

Item #FPS.FC ...........................................................$24.95

Scenario Writing Resources

Scenario Writing Handbook
- Indispensable manual designed to help teachers effectively guide students in writing scenarios
- Explanations of scenario writing techniques, classroom activities, and award-winning student work
- 2011 Edition

Item #FPS.07 - Binder Ready ................................ $25
Item #FPS.07E - Electronic .................................... $23

International Scenario Writing Champions 2014
Read the best of the scenarios from around the world and see what makes them champions!
- The top five scenarios from each division in the FPSP International’s 2014 Scenario Writing Competition, plus 2013 Team Scenario Champion
- Includes evaluator scores and comments

Item #FPS.14.SW ...................................................$20
Item #FPS.14.SWE ...............................................$18

COMBO #5 - Scenario Writing Handbook and Scenario Writing Champions

Item #FPS.5C ..........................................................$42
Item #FPS.5CE - Electronic ...................................$38

Create-A-Future
- Activities to develop students’ abilities in observing, concluding, recalling, applying, analyzing, synthesizing, and evaluating to help build divergent and convergent thinking skills
- Topics: introduction to science fiction; creating settings, backgrounds, and characters; and writing a science fiction story

Item #EI07 ..............................................................$14.95
More Scenario Writing Resources

Create-A-Drama
- Activities to develop students’ abilities in observing, concluding, recalling, applying, analyzing, synthesizing, and evaluating to help build divergent and convergent thinking skills
- Topics: introduction to drama, writing a script, dramatic activities, and presenting dramas
Item #EI03 (Grades 5 and up) .........................$14.95

Creative Drama
- Written for students to introduce a range of activity types including building dialogues; quick improvisations; improvisations with individuals, pairs, and groups; building characters and situations; and movement and mime
Item #EI04 (Grades 5 and up) .........................$11.95

Creative Drama Set: Create-A-Drama & Creative Drama  Save over $2
Item #EI06 (Grades 5 and up) .........................$24.50

Community Problem Solving (CmPS) Resources

Action-based Problem Solving Teacher’s Manual
- Introduction to creative problem solving, higher-level thinking, and action skills in a hands-on, non-competitive manner
- Ideal for curriculum use
- Ideal intro to CmPS
- Primary 2013 Edition
- Junior/Middle 2010 Edition
Primary - Grades K-3
Item #FPS.AB.01 Binder Ready ....................... $30
Item #FPS.AB.01E .............................................. $28
Junior/Middle - Grades 3-9
Item #FPS.AB.04 ................................................. $30

Community Problem Solving (CmPS): A "Real World" Experience
- Great reference for exploring all areas of CmPS and how to achieve successful results
- Terrific tips & ideas for a CmPS project
- 2010 Edition
Item #FPS.CMPS - Binder Ready ....................... $35
Item #FPS.CMPSE - Electronic  ......................... $33

CmPS 2013 International Champions
- Project reports and addendum for 2013 CmPS 1st place teams in each category
- 1st place individuals, and Grand Champions in each division, plus Beyonder Award recipient
- Reproductions of each project’s addendum/presentation included on disc
Item #FPS.13.CC  (1 disc) ................................. $35
Item #FPS.13.CCD (2 discs) ............................. $40
With example media presentations provided on DVD.

COMBO #6 - CmPS Experience and CmPS International Champions (2 disks)
Item #FPS.6C ....................................................... $69

FPSPI Mission: To develop the ability of young people globally to design and promote positive futures through problem solving using critical and creative thinking.
Service Learning Journals
• Interactive resource guides which inspires students to enhance their community while improving their thinking, writing, research, collaboration, and communication skills
Item #SGJ-1 Elementary ........................................ $6.95
Item #SGJ-2 Middle/High School .............................. $6.95

The Kids Guide to Service Projects
• Helpful guide with over 500 ideas for student community service activities
Item #FS11 (Grades 3-5) ......................................... $14.99

The Kids Guide to Social Action
• Service project ideas, from simple to large-scale commitments involving whole communities
• Chapters include how-to’s; instructions for creating fliers, petitions, press releases and public service announcements; ideas for fundraising; even tips on supporting or opposing a law
• Grades 4-12
• 192 pages; 1998 Edition
Item #FS12 ............................................................. $18.99

The Teen Guide to Global Action
• Profiles of real “Difference Makers” and practical tools readers can use to support their passionate causes
• Everything needed to start making a difference at the local, national, or global level
Item #FS13 ............................................................. $14.99

Brain Benders For Beginners
• Problems and teasers designed to enhance children's thinking skills
• 30 topics, each with 3 types of tasks: a) sit and think, b) go and found out, c) make and create
• Underpinned by the work of Bloom, Gardner, Dalton, and Vygotsky
• Development of higher-level thinking skills
• Grades K-3
Item #EI08 ............................................................. $12.95

Brain Teasers
• Stimulating collection of mind-provoking 5 to 15 minute activities ready for instant use
• Activities to develop thinking, reasoning, and memory skills
• 1994 Edition
Item #Z01 (Grades 1-6) ......................................... $29.95

Creative Problem Solving - An Introduction
• Introduction to and overview of Creative Problem Solving
• Description of the 3 important components of CPS, the 6 specific CPS stages, and the fundamental tools
• Grades K-12
• 76 pages; 4th edition
Item #PP04 ............................................................. $24.95

Creative Problem Solving For Young People
• Creative Problem Solving concepts for primary students at a level which best suits their abilities, needs, and stage of development
• Research and background information, as well as actual classroom lessons
Item #EI02 (Grades K-2) .......................................... $13.95
Critical & Creative Thinking for Teenagers
• An interactive tool to stoke imaginations & spark innovative thinking for students’ success in the 21st Century
• Citations from Roger Von Oech’s Whack Pack Cards
Item #LB01 ...............................................................$12.95

The Extreme Searcher’s Internet Handbook
• The essential guide for anyone who uses the internet for research
• Strategies and tools (including search engines, portals, and social networks) for all major areas of internet content are covered
• 3rd Edition
Item #IT01 .................................................................$24.95

Future Thinking, Future Studies
Techniques for Future Problem Solving
• Specific future study techniques to help students improve their problem solving
• 2007 Edition
Item #FPS05 ..................................................................$22

Intriguing Questions
• Questions to stimulate critical thinking while improving creativity, speaking, and discussion skills
• Great for journals!
• Volumes 1 - 6.
Item #NL-IQ (Volume #) ............................................$10

Practice Problems for Creative Problem Solving
• 50 brief situations featured that present interesting opportunities and open-ended challenges to engage students in Creative Problem Solving
• Motivating starting points for practicing CPS with groups of many sizes and ages
Item #PP15 (Grades 3-8) ..............................................$19.95

Stories with Holes - The famous logic stories that make kids think! Stories for children ages 7-77
• Stories to stimulate critical and creative thinking skills
• 20 stories per volume (Volumes 1 - 20)
Item #NL-SWH (Volume #) ..............................................$9.95

Tanglers, Too!
• Development of problem-solving skills while developing the students’ ability to work cooperatively
• Lessons teaching students to rely on their own abilities and understandings, as well as those of their classmates
Item #Z04 ..................................................................$17.95

Thinkathon 1
• Challenges to inspire students’ higher-level thinking skills, including brainstorming skills, memory skills, I.Q. Testers, analogies, and language skills
Item #EI05 (Grades 2-5) ..............................................$14.95

What If
• A collection of activities leading students through explorations in several curriculum areas
• An opportunity for students to look at unique situations and come up with alternative outcomes by combining research with creative thinking
Item #EI01 (Grades 4-12) ..............................................$14.95

Whose Clues
• Identification of mystery persons or characters through clever clues
• “Famous Name Guessing Game” encourages deductive reasoning and cooperative learning
Item #NL-WC (American History) .........................$9.95
Item #NL-WC (Famous Authors) .........................$9.95
Item #NL-WC (Inventors/Scientists) ....................$9.95
Item #NL-WC (Musician/Composer) .................$9.95
Item #NL-WC (Sports Heros) ......................$9.95
Item #NL-WC (Characters in Lit.) ......................$9.95

“Teaching Students HOW to think... not WHAT to think.”
### Team Building

**Gifts & Talents for Teenagers**
- Guide for student use in recognizing gifts and talents so they can understand how strengths work with different learning styles and how to manage their weaknesses
- Connection of gifts and talents to careers and the world at large

Item #LB02.................................................................$16.95

**Leadership for Teenagers**
- Identification of personal leadership skills through introspection and the study of both historical and modern day leaders
- Promotion of 21st Century leadership skills in today's teens

Item #LB03.................................................................$16.95

**Team Challenges**
- Group activities to build cooperation, communication, and creativity
- Hands-on tasks that group leaders, parents, and teachers can present to help children learn to work cooperatively with others, improve their problem solving skills, and expand their imagination
- 2005 Edition

Item #Z02.................................................................$19.95

**Teambuilding with Teens**
- Book with CD-ROM
- 36 activities to make learning about leadership a hands-on, active experience (20-45 minutes each)
- Call to kids to recognize each other’s strengths, become better listeners, communicate clearly, identify their values, build trust, set goals, and more

Item #FS14.................................................................$35.99

### Understand/Promote FPS

**FPSPI - Six-Step Process DVD**
- Illustration of how the Creative Problem Solving process and how FPSPI fits into the classroom or group study

Item #FPS155..............................................................$15

**CmPS Promotional DVD**
- Examples of CmPS projects
- Use of CPS process in CmPS component

Item #FPS154..............................................................$15

**FPSPI - FPSP Coaches Make a Difference! DVD**
- Explanation of skills and values that FPSPI provides for students
- Understanding of what it takes to be a FPS coach

Item #FPS.CDVD..........................................................$15

**FPSPI - A Program for Students of the 21st Century DVD**
- In depth coverage of how FPSPI affects the lives of students and promotes positive growth

Item #FPS.171...............................................................$15

**FPSPI Overview DVD**
- FPSPI in a nutshell
- Rationale explaining how the program provides 21st Century skills for all students

Item #FPS.131...............................................................$15

**FPSPI: Past, Present, and Future**
- The history and goals of FPSPI and its common heritage with Creative Problem Solving
- 2009 Edition

Item #FPS184..............................................................$12

**FPSPI Donations**
- Tax deductible to the fullest extent permitted by law in the U.S.

Item #FPSDonate...........................................................

**FPSPI Scholarship Fund**
- “Creating the Future” scholarship fund to recognize current FPS student(s) graduating from secondary school

Item #FPSDonateSF....................................................
## 2014-15 Order Information

### ORDERS & CUSTOMER SERVICE
Future Problem Solving Program
International Office
2015 Grant Place
Melbourne, FL  32901

Voice: 800.256.1499 or 321.768.0074
Fax: 321.768.0097
www.fpspimart.org
E-mail: order@fpspimart.org

### PAYMENT OPTIONS:
- Fax, mail, or email school purchase orders.
- Make checks payable to FPSPI.
- Provide credit card information.

* US funds only

### Shipping and Handling
- Order total up to $40: $6.00
- $40.01 and up: 15%
- AK and HI: 25%
- Outside of USA: $30 minimum or 25%

### FL Residents add 6% tax; OR provide tax exempt certificate #

### Order Information Form

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Subtotal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Order Total: 
Tax: 
Shipping: 
Total: 

Ship to:
Name: 
Address: 
Phone: 

Bill to:
Name: 
Address: 
Phone: 

Method of Payment
- [ ] Check
- [ ] American Express
- [ ] Visa
- [ ] Money Order
- [ ] Discover
- [ ] Mastercard
- [ ] PO (include Copy)

Credit Card #  Exp. Date  CCV

If you are not satisfied, return your order within 30 days and we will credit your account or refund your money. Returns must be in saleable condition.

No returns or refunds after 30 days.

Signature